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GeoQuant uses political and computer science to measure, 
predict, and forecast political risk in real time with 
unprecedented accuracy.

GeoQuant measures and forecasts 40+ macro political 
risks daily for 127 markets.

• Objective: GeoQuant has created a toolkit that systematically and 
rigorously quantifies and compares political risk over time and 
across markets.

• High-frequency: Our daily time series captures the timing and 
drivers of a country’s risk-set changes as well as their impact on a 
country’s economy and macro-assets.

• Accurate: GeoQuant forecasts the outcome of 78% of 
commercially relevant political events and 74% of daily directional 
changes in sovereign rates. FX trading strategies that factor 
in GeoQuant's political risk estimates outperform markets by 25% 
on average.

Our indicators and predictive analytics are available via web 
application, custom advisory, and API.
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A number of national elections define 2024 outlook.

1. United States 
2. China (& Taiwan)
3. Russia (& Ukraine)
4. MENA (Israel-Palestine/Iran)
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• As with 2022 US midterms, GeoQuant’s election model forecasts significant pro-incumbent (Biden/Democrats) 
momentum into the 2024 vote and (currently high) Government Instability Risk indicates a Biden re-election. 



2. United States
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• The election exacerbates EM-ification of the US. Governance and Social Risks continue to climb through 2024 
election cycle – a typical EM pattern we also saw in 2020 and 2016.

• Link between (higher) Governance Risk and (declining) investor confidence in “full faith and credit” of US 
government is growing. 
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• William Lai of incumbent DPP will likely be re-elected in a close contest; multiple opposition candidates increase 
uncertainty but ultimately favor incumbent. 

• Taiwan-China Risk remains elevated into election, keeping recent pressure on TWD. 
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• Taiwan-China conflict risk, while elevated into election, is overall constrained.



3. Russia (& Ukraine)
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• Putin will be “re-elected” in non-competitive Russian presidential election .
• Election will help post-Wagner consolidation of power, but Regime Instability Risk stays very high
• Comes amid forecast increase in Geopolitical Risk, driven by Russia-Ukraine war. 
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• Risk of regime change in Russia is currently constrained. 



4. MENA

Overview
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• Hamas’ attack on Israel follows a steady increase in Security and Political Violence Risks
• A related increase in overall Political Risk will continue to weigh on Israeli assets. 
• Complex geopolitical dynamics create potential for a wide range of escalation scenarios, although there is likely a 
strong regional appetite to contain the conflict. 



4. MENA
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• Risk of a broader MENA war (ex. Iran-Israel conflict) is serious but currently constrained, though there’s high 
uncertainty around this forecast. 



Contact
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https://www.geoquant.com
@geoquant

https://www.geoquant.com/


4. Other EM Elections

Overview
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• Close-fought votes but government continuity in India (BJP/Modi) and Mexico (MORENA/ Sheinbaum) will help 
continue recent declines in Political Risk in these two geopolitically-critical markets. 

• In South Africa the ANC will lose its outright majority for the the first time since 1994, but will still be largest party in 
government coalition. 

• In Indonesia, popular incumbent President Jokowi is generating strong “continuity” signal, but he is term-limited 
from running and indicating more support for opposition candidate Prabowo Subianto than ruling PDI-P candidate 
Ganjar Pranowo. A run-off is likely, with high uncertainty leading to it.
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